
Applied Visual Analytics for 
Economic Decision-Making
Mission Need
We introduce the application of visual analytics techniques as a novel approach for
improving economic decision making, at a crucial time when many researchers are
calling for new techniques and systems to help non-expert users of varying abilities in
complex decision-making and analysis tasks (NIH/NSF Visualization Research
Challenges Report). According to economists, subjects fail to recognize the profit-
maximizing decision strategy in both the Winner's and Loser's curse because they are
unable to properly consider all the available information.As such, we have created a
visual analytics tool to aid subjects in decision making under the Acquiring a Company
framework common in many economic experiments. We demonstrate the added value
of visual analytics in the decision making process through aseries of user studies
comparing standard visualization methods with interactive visual analytics techniques
in two known problems in economics where subjects’ behaviorconsistently deviates
from the optimal, the Winner’s and Loser’s Curse. Our work presents not only a basis
for development and evaluation of economic visual analyticresearch, but also
empirical evidence demonstrating the added value of applying visual analytics to
general decision making tasks.

Benefit: Our visual analytics
tool can aid users in complex
decision making tasks in real
world applications with
asymmetric information and
uncertainty. In particular, we
address problems in the field of
economics.

(Above Left)  Visual analytics tool screenshot for the optimal decision; (Above 
Right): screenshot for naïve (not profit maximizing) decision: probability of 
loss (red area) is greater than probability of gain (green area)
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(Above Left):  Visual analytics tool is interactive when making a decision; (Above 
Right): feedback shown after a decision has been made


